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SECRET

DATE	 23 June 1967

TO	 Chief, Cl/RA

SUBJECT	 EAST GERMAN POSTAGE STAMPS HONOR
ROTE KAPELLE AGENTS

Reference my memorandum of 1 June 1967 whorein I
mentioned some of the by-product resulting from a research of
the ROTE KAPEELE case.

Attached hereto is more by-product in the form of
a self-explanatory blind memorandum concerning the captioned
subject. Buried in this memorandum are two items of special CI
interest, albeit speculative in nature:

- The SAEFKOW group could have been among "Lucy's"
sources (as ZIPPER states). ZSee page 12 and 13,
and note on page 22.7

- Aenne SAEFKOW's present role in the East German
government and her former relationship with Ernst
THAELMANN and Heinz NEUMANN might help explain why
Ernest WOLLWEBER recently died a forgotten man in
the Communist doghouse while his colleague SAEFKOW
(husband of AENNE), ended up in glory with his pic-
ture today on an East German postage stamp. LSee note
26, page 22.7

Since several of these ROTE KAPELLE agents being honored
by the East German government have relatives or associates in the
United States, copies of the blind memorandum are being disseminated
to the FBI. An appropriate cover letter to the Bureau is attached
for approval and signature.

You will note that the sources and comments are stamped
"CS INNERNAL USE ONLY" and are not being disseminated. In addition
to the distribution and indixing of this memorandum, the pertinent
information is being inputted in the RIS Machine. Program,

DISTRIBUTION:
Original &	 RIDAMg410.'

1 - Chief, Cl/RA
1 - q/ca
1 - ci/sIG ((;_

JJ
- ci/ops (C.

2 - Cl/RA t,
SECi;ET
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SECRET

EAST GERMAN POSTAGE STAMPS
HOMR ROTE KAPELLE 

AGNTS

The East German government has issued six commem-
orative postage stamps glorifying the heroism of seven ROTE KAPELLE
agents who were executed as "traitors" by the Nazis during World
War II. The "spies" being honored as "heros" by the communists
for their anti•fascist work are:

Harr° SCHULZE-BOYSFN (1909-1942)
Arvid HARNACK (1901-1942)
Mildred HARNACK (1902-1943)
Adam KUCKHOFF (18$7-1943)
Anton SAEFKOW (1903-1944)
Bernard BAESTLEIN (1894-1944)
Franz JACOB (1906-1944)

Harro SCHULZE-BOYSEN and his wife Libertas, Arvid
HARNACK and his wife Mildred, and Adam KUCKHOFF and his wife
Margaret ("Greta") are well known ROTE KAPELLE agents and their
cases have been widely publicized. (1) Anton SAEFKCW, Bernard BAES-
TLEIN, and Franz JACOB are not well known. The SAEFDOW group was
a "resistance" organization in Germany, active before and during World
War II, and led by a circle of former communist officials. The SCHULZE-
BOYSEN group had links with the SAEFKCW group. (2)

THE SCHULZE-BOYSEN GROUP (3)

According to Guenther WEISENBORN, author-dramatist,
and friend of many ROTE KAPL1LE agents, the Berlin branch of the
ROTE KAPELLE had 283 members, and the SGMLZE-BOYSEN group had 600
members. (4) The SCHULZE-BOYSEN group was engaged in intelligence
activities on behalf of communism and the USSR, at least since 1936,
when as an Air Ministry employe°, SCHULZE-BOYSEN was able to obtain
secret information regarding German intentions against the Reds in
Spain. His reports were transmitted to Moscow through Gisela von
POEUIIITZ of the AM Apparat of the KPD. (5)

SCHULZE-BOYSEN may not have been directly employed by
the GRU until April 1939 when he was visited by Victor SUKOLOV Q
"Kent" 0 Vincent° SIERRA C "Le Petit Chef", and invited to send
Intelligence by courier to Brussels for transmission by SUKOLOV to
Moscow. SCHULZE-BOYSEN built up an extensive group of agents amongst
left-wing associates and.contacts in suitable positions in Berlin,
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an1 probably used STXLOV I s ce7-lunication serw_co until tha spring
of 1741 when ho was approached by . lexnder ERD3TZG of the So:iet
Trade Delegation in 3e'rlin. 7.2D3= who had been put in touch
with SCIULZE-BOYSal by Arvid 11:,RnC_:, probably took SCOLZE-BOYSEN
material for transmittal through the Soviet Embassy until the de-
claration of war by Germany on the USSR.

To provide SO :ULZE--H0YS:71 with a direct lino to Mesoow
following the withdra-:al of the Soviet FT:lbassy from Berlin, =BERG
supplied him with 2	 sets to bo operc	 by Hans ODPPI who, how-
evor, failed to establish contact with either set. A third set
was provided through Kurt SC'IULZE at the cl-; ef 1941, but COPPI
again failed to provide the necessary link. Meanwhile, in November

SUKOLOV had visited Berlin and restored the courier service
for SC1ULZE-30= to Bruss els, and this was probably his only
means of communicetion until with Joh.an V=E re l s arrest in the sum-
mer of 1942 this channel too was Closed. As a last chance of re-
vival, SCHULZE-BOYSEI; I s 501-"ViC0 received a parachiltsd agent, Albert
HOESSLM 0 Holrait WI=ER, in August 1942, who brought a transmitter
which he and CO?PI tried to operate. In the next months, however,
the Gestapo follownd up leads provided by the deciphers of SUKOLOV I s •
traffic with Moscow and succeeded in liquidating the SCHULZE-BOYSEN
group.

Herro SCHULZE-BOYSEN was the grand-nephew of Admiral von TIRPITZ
0 "Coro"	 and the nephew of "Grande Dame" von HASSELL.

She was the wife of Ulrich von HASSELL, Gorman
Ambassador to Roo, born 12 November 1881, and executed Feb. 1945.
Ho was born 2 Sept. 1909 in Kiel, Germany and was married to Lib-
ertas SCHULZE-BOYSEN nos HAAS-HMS, born 20 Nov. 1913. She was the
grand-daughter of Princess EJLENSERG. Her parents owned an estate
at Giobenburg where important Nazis were freouent visitors.

By birth and destiny, SCHULZE-BOYSENu.ss destined to
have a grand career in the Air Ministry. Ho had a we circle of
important contacts who were ideal covers for secret work.

Ha spoke Swedish, English, French, German, and, in 1939,
learned Russian. He had been a ccfnist since 1933. As a member
of the Jungdcutsche Orden, ha was arrested in 1933 but his family
succeeded in procuring his release. In pro-war days, Herman GOER1TO
who was a friend of the family used to visit the house of rJarrols
parents-in-law; hence his introduction into the Luftwaffe. At the
Air Ministry ho was in charge of counterintelligence.

SGIULZE-BOYSEN was an idealist or what the Germans call
a "drawing-room" communist. After his recruitment as a Soviet

;
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agent he was told by MDBERG to -rem an espionage network.
Shortly before ERDBERG left Berlin in Nay or June 1941, he
supplied HARNACK and SCHULZE-BOYSEN with W/T sots for the groups
they were to run. Neither W/T worked and Harro continued to send
hie intelligence to Belgium via courier.

Harro was able to recruit his student, Horst HEILMANNI,
a cryptographer in the Luftnachrichteritruppe in Berlin, who pass-
ed Abwehr messages to SC1JLZE-B0YSEN. HEMANN carried on a love
affair with Mrs. SCHULZE-BOYSEN and told her of the cracking of
the code of the radio messages pertaining to the ROTE KAPELLE
members. Also belonging to the ring were a radio operator, CORI
and Countess Erika von BROCKSDORFF who placed her apartment for
radio purposes at the disposal of COPPI, with whom she was carry-
ing on a love affair. (6)

In 1938, SCHULZE-BOYSEN went to Switzerland where he
visited Wolfgang LANGHOFF, a prominent communist in the Freies
Deutschland movement. In 1941, he was appointed to the liaison
staff of the i'uftwaffe. He was arrested on 30 August 1942 and his
trial lasted from November 1942 to Fbbruary 1943. He and his wife
Libertas who had participated in his Clandestine work were hanged
on 22 December 1943 at Berlin Plotzonsee prison.

Hartmut Wolfgang SCHULZE-BOYSEN is the brother of Harro. He was
born 21 February 1922. In 1955,

he was counselor at the German Embassy in Washington, D. C. Be
resided at 6609 Radnor Road, Kensington. In 1961, Hartmut was
chief German representative of the Political Commission of the
NATO Permanent Council in Paris, and assistant to the West German
Ambassador to NATO. (7) (8)

Johannes HAAS-HFYE, born 16 March 1912 in Paris, is the brother of
Libertas SCHULZE-BOYSEN. In Jlune 1953, he was an

editor in the Frankfurt office of the United Press Agency and had
been thusly employed since 1946. (9)

Otto Herman Waldemar LENTZ, born 2 Dec. 1909 at Darmstadt, worked
in Koenigsberg monitoring broadcasts

from the USSR from 1936 to 1938. His father vas in the Soviet Con-
sulate at Danzig which the Nazis considered suspect and involved
with the SCHULZE-BOYSEN group in Berlin. In 1942, he was arrested
but was released and sent to Paris to work under Heinz pANturrz,
the chief Sonderkole:lando who investigated the ROTE KAPELLE in Paris.
At the end of the war, LENTZ was again suspect of BIS activities.
He was in contact with Johannes HAAS-HETE, the brother-in-law of

SECRET'
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Harro sc:-Inz- .130YSlini in 1947. ROTZTEDLY, 1•1ELS'aiBaRN told
LENTZ that the Sovicte wanted him to keep in touch with the Gee:mans
who were members and ex-meleberz of the SC:ULZE-BOYSF.11 group. (10)

Ruth SCUMZE-BOYSEN nee RUDOLF is the wife of Harteut SCHIJLZE-
BOYS. She was born 10 Sept. 1923

in Pforzheira. She was in contact with Hanna LIL'aF, nee SGILFZU4
who was associated with Theodor F.11;ii, a KPB member and prominent
communist in Southern Germany. Reportedly, Hanna LIME was a
link to Theodor FM: and Dr. Otto JOi-DI whose brother was executed
after the 20 July 191414 plot against HITLER, (11)

Arvid RAMIACK was born in 1901 in Germany. Ha was the son of
Otto IIARNAC.C, the noted historian, and the nephew

of Adolf von FLARNAai, a famous theologian.

In the 1920s, he studied econorracs at the UnivereiV
of Wisconsin at Madison and there met and married Mildred FISH,
They returned to Germarrj where they both studied and taught econ-
omics and philosophy. He was a doctor of philosophy and economics
and in 1929 lectured at Giessen University.

About 1940, Arvid HA.RNACK was recruited to work for
the Soviet intelligence services. The recruiter was a Soviet agent
attached to the Soviet trade delegation in Berlin. It is possible
that during the Spanish civil war, HARNACK had been an informant
for the Soviets. Actually, HARNACK was a left-wing intellectual,
a communist sympathizer, and cornected with Gelman government cir-
cles.

Leader of an intelligence group based on Berlin, HARNACK
worked for Alexander ERDBERG, at least from the early summer of 1941
until his liouidation in the autumn of 1942. It is possible that
HARacK and his circle of communists and left-wing sympathizers wore
exploited by ERDBMG for the GM for some years before the outbreak
of the Russo-German war. Throuda HARNACK, FIABBUZ0 obtained control
of the S GIULZE-BOYSEN group.

In anticipation of the withdrawal of the Soviet abaesy,
MDBERG supplied Adam KU CICHOFF with a wireless transmitter for
HARNACK t s service and attempted to organize the group into an in-
dependent network having direct W/T communication with Moscow. This,
however, was not achieved, and in August 1941 1 Victor SUICOLOV
ed Berlin to assist }-BLEIACK and the other groups in Germany. How-
ever, tho transmitter which he supplied for HARNACK i s group proved
unusable, and H.kRNACK i s only line to Moscow appea rs to have been

SECRE



-•dIrs,urh Wilhelm a; DI; crd? and'fraerp,ard rz.-3 LEIN s courier service.

Eventually, IACi arrar.;;ed to communicate by courier
from the German Comr-ranist Party in Hamburg, through Denmark, to
the Soviet Embassy in Stockholm, from where messages would be re-
layed to Moscow. HAMCK, also, must have had some corrranications
link with SUKOLOV, and Erick JEFFREY:0V when the latter took over
from SUKOLOV.

HARNAUC is known to have employed the follcwirz agents
in his network: Herbert GOLLNG1, an Abwohr officer at OK'd head-
c,aartors; Wolfgang H!.VEMANO., a lieutenant in German r.ay.z.-.-1 intoll-
igon.co; Adam Ili GCHOFF and his wife; Leo SKRZYPCZYTZKI, proprietor
of a firm manufacturing WIT components for the Luftwaffe; Adolf
GRD-22. who is described hereinafter as the writer of the indict-
ment of Dr. Manfred ROF,Ft; Johamos Iifl, to ROTE FAnrE journ-
alist who was born in the United States; Ka ri BEMENS and Hose
SCHLO31.1ZGEll who wore used as a:Airier:, to Ems 0?PI; Dr. Friedrich
LErTZ who acted as a cut-out between HAT-ZNAaC and the Soviet Em-
bassy in 1941.

In 1942, the Germans obtair.ed possession of a cipher
from Johan WENZEL, JEFFREMOV t s head W/T operator. After his -traffic
had bcon read, it was found that references were made to the Berlin
agents, and in the autumn IiArtlaCK and most of his group were arrest-
ed. HARNAM was executed in 1942. (11a)

Tildred aizabeth HARNACK was born about 1902 in the United States.
nce	 An American citizen, she was a sttrialt at

tts Universit of Wisconsin in 1920s whore
she met HARNACK. She returned with him to Germany, where they both
taught economics and philosophy. She was in sympathy with her hue-
band's devotion to communism. In 1939, she ectumd at Berlin Un-
iversity and the Forein Office. She participated in her husband's
clandestine activities and was executed in 1943.

On page 252, in her book, "Treason in the 20th Century's
Margret BOVERI writes:

Louis LOCHITM .... came into contact regularly
at the meetings of the German-American Chamber of Can-
mere°, of which he was president - with Arvid Von Ha: s

-nack, who had the American desk at the Ministry of Ec-
onomic and whose wife, Mildred Fish Harnack, was one
of the most prominent American women in Berlin society.
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Sha had helped Martha DO) &rs. Alfred K. STSEV
organize those new legendary tea parties which were
such social events in .3erlin in the 1930s. The
acsumption that one of the codes which LOCKER
bore concealed on his person upon his return to
the U. S. originated from the "Rote Kapelle" is
far from fantastic, and would, if it would be prov-
ed, help to demonstrate that the Rote Kapolle was not
entirely dominated by Soviet spies and agents".

Adam KUCKHOFF was born 30 August 1837 at Aachen, Germany. H3
was executed on 5 August 1943. Ha was married the

first time to Narie VDT:MYER, born 10 Sept. 1891 in Welfenbuettelp.
a Carman citizen. This marriage was dissolved on 6 June 1937 in
Berlin. By his first wife he had a son, Armin-Gerhard KUCKHOFF,
born 13 March 1912 in Munich.

A family relationship exit s between Adam KUCKTIOFF
and the woman ROTE KAPELLB agent Gertrud VIER4EYER, nee KUCKHOFF,
born 7 1!ay 1895 in Wblfenbuettel. The husband of the latter is
the brother of the first wife of Adam KUCKHOFF (l'arie VIEHALYket).

writer on communism and marxism,
ilme, A. G. His illegal communist
and his intelligence work may have
regime. (12)

Yar7erete KUCKHOFF nee LORKE, born 14 December 1902 in Frankfurt/
Gr::ta"	 Oder, was Adam KUCKHOFF's second

wife. They were married 28 August
1937, and divorced, data not known. Adam KUCKHOFF I s divorce from
his first wife, Marie nee VIEZNEYER, apparently occurred because
Vargarete LORKE was awaiting the birth of his child. Adam KUCKHOFF
had a son by Margarete KUCKHOFF, named Ula Hans Georg KUCKHOFF,
born 8 January 1933 in Berlin.

An econonist$ she studied at the universities of Berlin,
WUrzburg, and Wisconsin. In the United States, she and her husband
had known William DODD and his daughter Martha (Mrs. Alfred K. STERN).

Arrested in 1942, she was sentenced to death in February
1943 bat the sentence was commuted to 10 years in the penitentiary.
She remained at the prison in Waldheim until May 1945.

From 1948 to 1949, Grata was a member of . the Secretariat
of the Economic Comeissiop, member of the German Volksrat, of the
Culturbunds, and other communist organizations, including tha SED.

A philosopher and
he was a producer of Prague F
activities dated back to 1932
began during the pre-war Nazi



From 1949 to 1950, Gr.-,ta as chief of a division in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and nozler of the r,rovisional V0LKSK2
(Parliament). Since 1950, shs laas b.::c:n president of the Deutsche
Notenba.nk, and as of 7 January 1957, she 1-.7as still president of
the Notcr.bank with the rank of minister.

Grata was a vory good friend of SCHULZE-3MM and
his wife, as well as of Arvid HArta ca and his wife. She also had
contact with Guenther tS11 .:P,0RN and other ROTE KAPELE members.

Reportedly, Grata contacted the IIKVD immediately after
the occupation. She was able to make imzazdiate contact with staff
section IV of the Soviet army. Since then, she has been doing
work in her spare time for this section and constantly tries to
establish contact everywhere, and in recent years, she has revived
old contacts. Those contacts are located in West Germany and
other countries in the Test. (13)

The 1,7,.w Tinos, 19, 1966, published a story by Greta
KUCKHOYF in which she is euoted as having stated:

... Today the Gorman Democratic Republic is the
heir of the cause for which the warriors of the
common anti-fascist front fought in the war. We
must spare no effort that the entire German nation
may grasp history's lesson. Our struggle continues ..."

Dr. Adolf or.i.m-3, former Prussian !'anister of Culture,
wrote an indictraent on 15 Sept. 1945 to the British military govern-
ment in Hanover, accusin g Dr. Manfred P.OF3EP. of crimes against
humanity for ordering the execution of the ROTE KAPELLE members
in Berlin. Dr. GR.B .1-V.E described the suffering of the ROTE KAPELE
members "merely because of their antifascist convictions". In
addition to GRE11-1E's indictment to the British military government,
TA7;ISEN3ORN and Greta MCKHOFF composed an indictment dated 1 Feb.
1947 containing similar accusations which they submitted directly
to the American military tribunal in Nurnberg. In this indictment,
Greta KU GTHOFF stated:

"	 I am convinced that a very thorough investigation
should be done of Dr. PORDER. Through his ruthless
treatment of Dr. HARMGC and SCTIIILZE-DOYSET, one of the
most pronounced anti-I::_vsi resistance groups was des-
troyed. This group had tested its possibility of des-
troying the Nazi regime with internal measures and had
came to the conclusion, that only collaboration with
democratic and socialistic peoples could successfully

SECR.E.11-,
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destroy the reE,.'ims. This zroup was the only resistance
group uhich had an	 1-.e.ember C:ildred
a won.an who had the honor of 'Doing the president of the
Ar.lerican Women's Clubs in Berlin prior to the outbr.cak
of war. Dr. RODE?. feared that this group was endan-
gering Nazism, not Germany 	 " (14)

In the introduction to "Die Rote Kaoelle", by Dr. Man-
fred ROTR., published in 1952 by th:-.1. Verlag lions Siep, Hamburg,
Germany, Dr. ROEDER ! s daughter made the following canments:

" When I want to see the Chief Prosecutor of the
Nurnberg 1.1i1itaty Tribunal, to see information from
him - Professor KFY,PNER, former Privy Councilor in
the Prussian 1.:inistTy of the Interior, no,a all-power-
..fX11 in the Nurnberg prosecution .... my re.cuest for
identification of the place at which my fatYcr was
being held and for the issuance of a permit to visit
and speak with my father, was answered with the ciLle

tion of whether I was a , Nazi'. In the sane breath
followed the reproach that I muld have influenced my
father to the extent that he could have declined to
serve as the prosecutor of the ROTE KAPELLE. My re-
ply was as follows: 2 To this date, Herr Professor
Kepner, I have no knowledge of the Roth Kapolle.

w.-.‘s a 14 year cld at the time .... I I was not grant-
ed permission to see my father ... I came to the dec-
ision to learn everything there was to know about
the Rote Kapolle. Before. me I saw the face who for
the first time had used the words Rote Kapelle

Adolf GR17-.17.: was born 31 December 1839 at Goslar/Harz, Germany.
He was an associate of Arvid rartacK and had been

involved with the NFIJES BEGL:rE:i group with Harz FLIRSCIFELD and
Paul MGM', a friend of Alfred K. STERN. The NIZES BEGINNEN
group is described hereinafter.

Robert Max Wassili K7,-!P:U3R was born 17 Oct. 1899, at Freiburg, Ger-
many. His mother was Lydia KF. .̀.IPNER nee

rai3r:owiTz RABINCITICZ, born in Kowno, USSR. He is a lawyer and
was admitted to practice before the German court in 1923. • He is a
naturalized U. S. citizen. His first tare was Helene WFERD.:GER whom
ha divorced in 1932. Ruth HATI'd is his 2nd wife. Margot LIPTON nee
LIPS11:11•: was his secretary and is probably his niece.

YE'....19NER is the first cousin of Heimina RABINCWITZ and
Alexander ABRAMSON who were involved in the ROTE KAPI.311,E case. He
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:=o1 as deputy chiof, U. S. Office of Chief Counsel, 1:urnborg,
Cry, from 1946 to 1943.

largarot LIpTal has a brother, Walter K. LIP= who
was assigned to OIC Region III in 1547. KE=ER, his wife, and
his niece wore all employed in OSS during World War II. Ha has
a son, Lucien KETa;Eil who is presently in t:fn U. S. arig in Ger-
many.

KE.TNER was dlosoly associated with EMmy RADO, orot
3AE77SPRUNG, and Hans Emil HIaSOP,P273 in OSS. In 1961, Johanna
3 -1= testified that HIRSCHFELD of OSS gave her documents to pass
to Dr. Robert SOME for transmission to Moscow. (15)

CacnIrW7ISF:BORN was born 10 July 1902 in Volbert in the Ger-
man nhin.11and. Na studied medicine and phil-

osophy in Cologne and Donn universities. He became an author and
dramatist and later the dramatic critic of the Schiller Theatre
in Berlin during World War II. He married Margaret WEI:K.:M:1N ma
SC::,Bz.EL who w.ls reportedly a Soviet 3ent. LHar relationship, if
any, to Clara SCHATda who was the miotross of Henri no3n:som is
unknown .7

Before World War II, WEIS273ORN had been a member of
the "Klara Apparatus" which was a branch of the IVth section of the
Rod Army, and during World War II, he belonged to the closest cir-
cle around SOHULZE-BOYSEN and RNAG. (16)

Reva Holsoy IHGENCHL, 234 East 96th St., Now York, uus
interviewed on 4 Nov. 1963. Her husband is Oscar Ii;GE7:09I. She
admitted knowing Guenther W7I=ID0RN and stated he had written a
book entitled "emorial", revealing the operations of the ROTE
K_PETLE in Germany. She raa dily admitted that she became aceuaint-
ed with Horst HDIINANN in 1933 and she was aware that he had been
a member of the ROTE KAPELLE. It is noted that Adam BRCCHES, born
10 April 1890 in Warsaw, who reportedly was a Soviet agent in Franco
in the 1930s, was once married to Ulla ISHOJ. She is presently
married to Igo INGENOHL who is the son of Oscar and Rova INGENOHL.
Oscar INGE70HL was a contact of Horst HUITAI:I. The s ocond wife
of Adam BROGHTO nee Sophie DODEK used to be employed in the U. S.
Treasury Department. (17)

TN SAFFKOW GM:JP

In his book, "Geman7's Under7round", Allen DULL
writes that after Juno 1944, as soon as it became clear that the
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American and British troops had secured a permanent foothold
in France, LKlaus Count Schenk/ S'fAUFFZ:EZRG , s activity re-
doubled.

... He proposed that the Communists be taken into
the coalition. When he was advised against it for
security reasons, he induced his Socialist friends
to establish contact with the Communist underground,
without the consent of the other key conspirators.

" . On June 22, LJuliu57 Leber and Lkdo1f7 Reichwein,
representing the cons piracy, and Anton Saefkow, Franz
Jacob, and a third man whose name is not known, Zit
appears that this man was Bernard BAESTLED17 repres-
enting the Central Committee of the Commnist under-
ground, met clandestinely. The Communist ZK, or
Central Comeittee, had only recently been reorgan-
ized. SA7FKOW, a onetime metal worker, had been
particularly active in the Ruhr region and was a friend
of Ernst ThaeLmann, the head of the Ccmmunist Party
before Hitler came to power. When Saefkow was caught
by the Gestapo in Hamburg in 1933,  the infamous Ter-
boven, then Gauleiter of the Ruhr region and later of
Norday, had him brought to his native Essen where he
was so tortured that there was grave doubt of his re-
covery. It is a miracle how he survived the ten years
of concentration camp life which followed. Some time
in 1943, he and Jacob succeeded in escaping and in get-
ting to Berlin. Shortly before the Brandenburg leader
of the Communist underground had been executed. Saef-
kow and Jacob immediately assumed leadership.

"	 On the June 22 meeting the proposal was made that the
Beck-Goerdeler post-Nazi government would include Com-
menists. Saefkow and Jacob and their unnamed comrade
&rot:ably BAESTLEIN7 were given the names of some of
the leading conspirators. They asked for time to de-
cide, and another meeting was arranged for 'July 4, at
which Stauffenberg was to be present.

The conference never took place. On July t the
Gestapo arrested Reichwein, and, the next day, Leber,
as well as hundreds of leftists who had relations with
the Free Germany Committee. It was clear that the
Gestapo had penetrated the Communist underground.
Saefkow and Jacob were later executed."



An official West C=an source advised in 1951 that
the SA=aj group has been dsec.-iba..1 in post-war litsrature as
' Tan anti-Utler resistance orjanization" in Germany before and
during World War II with no connection with Moscow. According
to this source, the SAEFKOW group was not a true resistance
organization.

The SAEFKO:1 group was an irportant communist under,-
ground organization which made every effort to appear as a demo-
cratic establishment, but in its ranks were mainly militant com-
munists, organized, controlled, and directed by the Third Inter-
national.

Reportedly, the SAFFKOW group, at the instruction of
Mcscow, conducted underground operations using the approved methods
of the An and B3 Apparat which rosultod in "systematic erosion
action" not only among the Nazis but also in tho authentic resist-
ance. This croup had many important contacts and maintained cells
in at least 30 orgnizations in Hamburg, the sea harbors, Sweden,
and Switzerland. It was in liaison with Henri ROBINSOHN and his
Comintern group in Franca and coordinated and supported a vast
network of espionage with interlocking connections both inside
and outside of Germ:4y.

The most important personalities in the SAEFKOW group,
in addition to Anton SAEFXOW ("Hurt"), Bernard BAESTLEIN and
Franz JACOB, were Wilhelm GUDD072 who had connections with BAEST-
LEIN in Hamburg. GUDDCRF Paul BRAUN had collaborated as a writer
on the "Rote Fahno" in 1934. BAESTLEIN was one of the key members
of the SAEFKW group and assisted Erna EIFLER and Wilhelm FELLENDORF
who had been parachuted into Germany in May 1942. (18)

The SAEFKOW group was so well organizedwithso many
important contacts inside and outside of Germany that the RGTE
KAPELLE agents had no trouble obtaining the most secret data for
transmittal to Moscow. The activities of this group were concent-
rated largely in 2 fields:

a) The establishmeat of cadres of all businesses of
military importance in Berlin.

b) The dissemination of propaganda among the soldiers,
both at home uld on the front.

In spite of the obstacles of strict security measures
by the Wehrmacht, the SAEFKOW group succeeded in establishing link:3
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on all 2.rents, end cv..::n in;the •a .!. Mcse men supplied valuable
informItion, and collected addrLses of dissident °lc:lents .7.7:cni7;

tha soldrs, who tan raccivd letters with political indoctrin-
ation from tho group. In spite of thz difficulties encaunterec:,
propazanda for the dofection of entire units to the FREIES DEUTSCH-
LAND CO.IITTEE played an important role on the Eastern

Considerable time was devoted to attempts to take up
contact with other organized anti-fascist circles, including
social democrats, labor circles, and bourgeoisie groups. Liaison
was arranged in 1943 with the ULRICH group, bat this proved value-
less when tho lattor group was arrested that same year. In 1923-
W, small groups of scientists and artists were fostered. Contact
was establishcd in the spring of 19411 with the group of Dr. Leber
and Pr&cssor RETCHIEIN.

In a speech On 22 Sept. l946, by City Counselor Ottomar
crssum, celebrating tha foremost resistance groups, the name of
8,-,EFXAT led all the rest. (0)

The illegal SAEFKal group reportedly had its connec-
tions in the

Frontlines
APO letters
Ecurgooisie circles
Reich Ministry of Armament and liar Production
Line to sarwERa:

Youth group
K7D and other groups
rilitary group
Propaganda - APO letters
Identification papers and propaganda
Propaganda - parrhlets
Geographic names
nuartors and feed
Firm mmes and other factory groups
Luftwaffe Clothing Office
Loather
Graphic Industry and other industrial groups
Factory cadres
rilitary circles (20)

After the r-in ROTE 1CAPELLE apparatus had been des-
troyed, with the licuidation of the SCHULZE-301'5EN group, the
SAEFHCW group had stopped in to link with Rudolf ROES= ("Lucy")
in Switzerland. Therefore, after the arrest of the SCHULZE-BOYSEN
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group, the S,F.FKO': .T group continued its operations; and not all
rr.e.r.-Coars of the sAi_,714acw group were lieuidated with the arrest of
SAE71:0 7.,T, BeESILEIN, JACOB, and approximately 100 of its members
in 1914 14. So the SAEFKCW group probebly continued to furnish
information to Moscow even after the 20 July 19L plot against
Hitler. (18)

In "The Craft of Intellimnee", Allen rULLES comments
as follows about ROJe.SLER I s source:

"	 The Soviets developed a fantastic source loc-
ated in SWitzerland, a certain Rudolf Roessler ("Lucy")
.... By means which have not been ascertained to this
day, R.oessler in Switzerland was able to get intell-
igence from the German High Comand in Berlin on a
continuous basis, often less than 24 hairs after its
daily decisions concerning the Eastern Front were
made	 "

Alexander FOOTE, in his book, "Handbook for Spies,"
says that "Lucy held in his hands the threads that led to the
three high commands of the German forces ... "

Ronald SETH, a British agent, says in his book, "Un-
masked": itRudolf ROESSLFR must be ranked among the great spies
of all/times".

According to Margret BOViMI in "Treason in the 20th
Century", the SCHULZE-BOYSEN group had passed information to
R0 .2.s.;SLER but after the liquidation of SCHULZE-an:Sal, "Lucy" con-
tinued to transmit high grade intelligence to Moscow.

The latest speculation is the theme of the recent
book "A Man called Lucy", /La Guerra a etc gagnee en Suisse"„
by Pierre ACCOOE and Pierre CUE,:ywherein the authors claim that
Lucy's sources were: 10 German officers, all in top-level positions,
all dedicated to the downfall of Hitler, at no matter what costs.
All 10 are dead. (21)

Anton "Kurt" S..',FZKOrd was born 22 July 1903 in Gerraany. He had
once been a colleague of Ernst WOLLWIONI and

engaged in illegal activities after the dissolution of the Commun-
ist Party in 1933.

In his book„ , "Out of the Night", Jan VALTIN g Richard
KRE'BS refers to Anton SAEFKGI as "Tonio". According to KREBS,
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SAFFKOW was a member of the Spitzengruppe (leadership) of the
underground organization of the party in Fuhlsbuettel. KREBS
first met SAEFKOW in Fuhlsbuettel l but knows he had been the
illegal Bezirksleiter of the KPD ZK and had been sent to Hamburg
to organize ttr illegal party. When SAEFKOW was arrested, he
pleaded guilty immediately, knowing that under the existing law he
could not get more than 3 years.: in 1936, SAEFKOU started the trend
among communists serving prison terms to write letters to the Ges-
tapo asserting their change of heart; SAEFKOWhamself wrote the
first such letter, which wus shown to KREBS by Paul KRAUSS one day
during interrogation. It stated that SAEFKOU had broken with
the Communist Party and would have nothing more to do with such
work. At about this same time, Herta JENTSCH mentioned that
SAEFKOd i s wife had been sent to Moscow for training at the Lenin
School (3 year course). It had been SAEFKOd i s wife who brought in
the instructions from the outside to write the letter to KRAUSS.
She passed it to him from her mouth during a kiss, 34st before
she left Germany. (22) (23)

The B. Z am Abend, if 213 issue of 12 Sept. 1959, pub-
lished the recollections of Anton SAEFKOW and his comrades, en-
titled, "Unconquered by death", LVom Tode unbesiegt7 and featured
a photo of Aenne and Anton SAEFKOU taken in August 1941. (24)

Aenne SAEFKOU nte 1HI7BPS„ widow of Anton SAEFKOW, was born
12 Oct. 1902 in Duesseldorf. She

was formerly the secretary of Ernst TMELMANN ard Heinz NEUMANN,
former German Politburo member. She was in Moscow in 1931 ard
a pre-war member of the KPD. She became Deputy Mayor of Berlin/
Pankow in October 1946 and was elected a representative to the
Volkskammer in Oct. 1950. She was reported in "Nmes Deutschland"
of 11 April 1953 as chArman of the Prenzlauer Berg Council. In
July 1954, she attended the WORLD CONGRESS OF MOTHERS held in
Lausanne, Switzerland. (25) (26)

In 1946, Aenne SAEFKOW was associated with Professor
Robert HAVETMI and giving radio talks on the European Union.
Prof. HAVFMAIN I in 1947, occupied a confortable apartment in the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institut building in the U. S. sector of Berlin.
Until 1933, he was a research assistant at the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute, but at that time, since the directors under whom he
had worked on good terms were Chiefly Jews who were forced to leave
the Institute, he too was required to sever his connections.

HAVEMANN t s "resistance" work began in 1933 when he be-
came a member of a political group callingiiself "NEUES BEGIWENr

ot.GRET,
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tlew Beginning71 which had in its hqyday in 1933-34, some 5,000
membere in Germany, in addition to associates in Switzerland,
England, Czechoslovakia, and the United States. The U. S. re-
presentative at this time was Paul HAGUI 0 Carl FRANK 0 Willi
MUELLER. The group published a pamphlet called "Now Beginning"
which spread its gospel in these countries, and which made the
tenets and name of the group well known. Those tenets were in ths
nature of a rarified Marxism, critical of Stalinism, deprecating
the softness of the Social Democrats, and seeking to bring all
labor elements together both for overthrowing Hitler and for
later political action. Both the methods and organization of
the group were conspiratorial. By 1937, the group i s conspirat-
orial activities had attracted undue attention and all of the inner
circle, with the exception of HAVEMANN, were rounded up by the
Gestapo. In 1943, HAVEMANN was taken into custody by the Gestapo
and sentenced to death for his resistance work but he lescapsd
the fate of his fellow-conspirators, this time because friend4
of his in scientific circles intervened in his behalf and sold the
government on allowing him to continue his scientific experiments
in Brandenburg Penitentiary. His work at this time was done on
projects assigned to him by the ordnance department of the War
Ministry.

After the conclusion of the war, HAVENANN returned
to the work in the Pharmacology section of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute. He was named Acting Head of the administration of
the Institute, and was appointed as a professor in the Institute
of Pharmacology of the University of Berlin. (27)

The U. S. representative of NMES BEMNEN, Pail HAG}
was closely linked with Alfred K. STENg, husband of Martha DODD.
Hans HIRSCHFELD was a protege of Paul HAGEg . HIRSCHFELD, KE4PNER
and Emmy RAW worked together on a project involving "German
Civil Service" while in OSS. Mrs. RADO advised that Franz HOMIER-
ING had been a childhood friend of Paul HAGEN and she had obtained
a job for HOETLERING in OWI. This is the same HOELLERING uto was
financed by Motty EITINGON, the uncle of Vladimir EITINGON, Nicolas
KAGAN's sister in New York is married to Vladimir EITINGCN. Jack
,SOBLE had a cousin, Michel RABINOWITZ uto once worked for Vladimir
EITTNanlin France. (28)

According to the New York Times, 4 Nov. 1953, ROESSLER
testified at his Luzern Trial that Eamy RADO approached him in 1946
and "she wanted to enlist me for U. S. intelligence and also through
me to make contacts with numerous other persons, mainly in Germany",
he said. "She was interested mainly in counteracting French and
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British influence in Germany." RO'''SrsLER said he refused her
offer. Emmy RADO claimed this was a fabrication. She died
12 Jan. 1961. ROESSLER died in 1958.

Guenther REINHARDT, in his book, "Crime without
Punishment", writes that one of the aliens who profited per-
sonally from the fraudulent use of unvouchered presidential
funds was Paul HAGEN and Horst BAERENSPRUNG, "the Soviet police-
man". "I tried to enlighten his OSS superior, Mrs..HADO
(but) he kept his job in OSS. He is now chief of police in
Magdeburg (in the Soviet zone)." (29)

Horst BAERRISPRUNG is dead but his daughter Renate
is now in the German Embassy in Washington p D. C. Renate has
a sister, Fanny KRIEG nee MEM:SPRUNG aka. Mrs. Wenzel KRIEG.

An investigation of HIRSCHFELD disclosed that Johanna
BEKER was a contact of Emmy RADO and Maria DaITSCH. Pohanna
BARR is the sister of Heinrich KOENEN who is described herein- '
after:7 Maria DEPTSCH, born 22 July 1884 in Vosslau, Austria,
was employed by OSS as a consultant under Emmy RADO. Her husband,
Julius DEUTSCH, born 2 Feb. 1884, in Lackenbach, Austria was Secretary
of War in the Austrian government, 1918-20, and a general in the
Loyalist army in Spain. Maria DEUTSCH possibly furnished in-
formation to Dr. Robert SOBLE.

Hans Emil HIRSCHFELD was born 26 Nov. 1894 in Hamburg. He served
in the Prussian Ministry of Interior before

Hitler came to power.

The New York Times, 6 Oct. 1961, reported that Dr.
Hans WIRSCUELD, "a key figure in the recent spy trial of Dr.
Robert SOBLE, was identified here yesterday by the defense as
a former aide of Mayor Willy BRANDT of West Berlin	 " Dr.
Hirschfeld's name cams into the SOME trial on 6 July 1961 when
Mrs. Johanna HEXER, at one time a courier for a Soviet spy ring
in New Yorkomentioned him, and the late Dr. Horst BAERENSPRUNG
as German employees of OSS who supplied material of interest to
SOBLE. (30)

Bernard BAESTLEIN was a leading Communist functionary in Hamburg
and maintained an active intelligence group there

before World War II. Born in 1894, he belonged to the illegal
SAUKOW group.

He supplied inforaation to Wilhelm GUDDORF who ran
a courier service to Moscow. Both Arvid HARNACK and Harro SCHULZE-
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BOYSFA made use of BAESTLEIN's service. In May 1942, BAESTLEIN
assisted Erna EIFLER (a woman) and Wilhelm FELLENDORF. EIFLER,
a Russian agent, was dropped by parachate into Germany with a
WIT set and was instructed to find Ilse STDEBE and reestablish
communications with Rudolf von SCHELIHA. EIFLER was accompanied
by Wilhelm FELLENDORF, also equipped with a W/T set. Both took
shelter with BAESILEIN in Hamburg and were arrested as a result
of the capture of Wilhelm GUDDORF by the Gestapo.

In October 1942, Heinrich KCENEN was parachuted into
Germany with similar instructions and provided with incriminat.
ing documents with which to blackmail von SCHEMA, should this
prove necessary. KOENFN was arrested shortly after his arrival
and neither he nor RIFLER succeeded in getting into contact with
Ilse STOEBE. The Germans operated both as W/T deception agents
and were thus able to capture von SCHELIHA and Ilse STOEBE in
the autumn of 1942. Von SCHELIHA and STOFBE were believed to
have been executed. The Germane continued the playback until
about 1943.

Rudolf von SCHELIHA was attached to the German Em-
bassy in Warsaw in 1936 and was at that time engaged in espion-
age against Germany. He was in touch with Ilse STOEBE who was
employed as a foreign newspaper correspondent. Ilea STOEBE was
the mistress of Rudolf HERRNSTADT, Warsaw correspondent of the
Berlin Tageblatt and was used as a cut-out for communication
between him and von SCHELIHA. HERRNSTADT is believed to have
passed von SCHELIHA's information to the Soviet Embassy in War-
saw. Von SCHELIHA continued to act as a source in Poland until
Sept. 1939. When war was declared he returned to the foreign
office in Berlin. He was accompanied by Ilse STCEBE whom he
arranged to be employed in the Press section of the foreign
office. In this capacity she was officially in touch with the
TASS representatives in Berlin. until June 19141, von SCHELIHA's
information was passed through Ilse STOFBE to TASS and from there
to the Soviet Commercial Attache in Berlin.

After war broke out between Germany and Russia, von
SCHELIHA was left without any means of communication. Various un-
successful attempts were made to revive him as a source. In Aug.
1941, Victor SUKOLOV 0 "Le Petit Chef" 0 "Kent" was ordered by
Moscow to visit Germany from Brussels and among other assignments,
to deliver a cipher key to Ilee STOEBE. He was unable to find
her as she had been dismissed from the Foreign Office and was
working in Dresden. In Nov. 1941, SUKOLOV made a second visit and
delivered the cipher to Kurt SCHULZE vilo was intended as a W/T
operator for STOEBE and von SCHELIHA. (31)
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Heinrich KO= 3 Heinz KOENTN was born 12 May 1910 in Koenies-
0 Hinrich Ludwig KOTER	 berg. He was a German Jew bat
0 Karl LUDWIG	 Claimed Russian citizenship since

1940. His father, Wilhelm KOENEN
was a member of the Communist International in 1919. His sister
is Johanna BEKER. (32)

He belonged to the KPD and fled Germany in 1933,
going to the USSR where he was trained at the intelligence center
in Moscow and Kuibyshev (1934-40). Before being dropped in Ger-
many, he had been trained in Russian parachute school and WYT.
The Gestapo had had advance notice that KOENEN was to be dropped.
They had gained this knowledge from a message intercepted from
Moscow. KOENEAT ;las arrested by the Gestapo on 29 Oct. 1942.
EIFLER, whom he was supposed to contact had already been arrest-
ed by the Gestapo in Hamburg. (33)

KOENFN was dropped by the Soviets over Osterode in
East Prussia and was intended for the STOEBE-SCHELIHA group.
He was supposed to meet EMIR and ROBINSOMPs son Victor SCHABBEL.
He was also to do some workwith the SCHULZE-BOYSEN and BASTLEM
group. The password which KOEHEN was to use in contacting STOFBE
was °greetings from %di" (meaning Rudolf FERPNSTADT). It was
from KOENEN's papers captured after his arrest that the dollar
transaction via Bank Julius Baer in Zurich of $7,500 to von
SCHELIHA was discovered.

Heinrich KOENEN was reportedly executed toward the
end of the war,(34)but according to another report, he was in
a concentration camp at Sachsenhausen in 1945. According to a

later report, he was SED secretary for Saxony.

Wilhelm KOENFN was born 7 April 1886, in Hamburg. Ho is the
father of Heinrich KOENEN and Johanna BERM nee

KONEN. He was a former communist member of the Reichstag. (35)
Jack SOBLE stated that he and his brother Robert had known
Wilhelm KOMEN, Ruth FISCHER and Mrs. Horst BAERMSPRUNG had
Also both known Wilhelm .KOENEN. (36)

Franz JACOB'e data and place of birth are unknown and except as
hereinbefore noted, there is little information

available about his background. A British source advised in 1958
that he was a German national and an engineer by occupation. Ho
was parachuted from the USSR into Germany simultaneously with
FLII,DIDORF. (37)
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SOURCES AND CCY2,1FITTS

1 - SCHULZE -BOYSEN isC,	 a His A # 23860.
Arvid HARNACK is 200-6-1-131. His A # 8732.
Adam KUCKHOFF	 His A # 8757.

2 - Agency files reflect very meager pertinent identifiable
information concerning SAKKOW, BAESTLEIN and JACOB. Aenne
SAEFKOW is

The current CI aspects of the SCULZE-BOYSEN group will be
treated separately in the ROTE KAPELLE synthesis being pre-
pared. Brief biographical sketches of these important ROTE
KAPELLE personalities are included here so the reader can see
the significant relationship between the two ROTE KAPETIP,
groups.

4 — UEISFEBORN said that photos of 600 members of the ROTE KAPELLE
are in the possession of FNU RAID, a SED official, and allegedly
a member of the ROTE ICAPMLE.

5— In the late 1920s, Gunther LUBSZYNSKI built the first broad-
casting station on the continent in Berlin. From 1929 to 1933,
he was technical director of RADIO-BERLIN. He knew Solomon
KAGAN in Berlin at the Heinrich Hartz Institute and a member
of the AM APPARkT„ to which he furnished radio parts and
valuable information on the German services. He was active
in constructing the FUNKAPPARAT within the AM APPARAT and
did clandestine radio work for the Soviets. In 1937, LUBSZYNSKI
constructed and repaired Radio Barcelona (ROTE SENDER). For
additional information concerning LUBSZYNSKI and Solomon
KAGAN, see the Nicolas KAGAN summary, CSCI 316-00895-66, 7 Mar.
1966, (201-212).

6 ...Sea	 3 for further information concerning Harro
SCHULZE-BOYSEN and MGLA -1578, 22 March 1950. The source is
ODEUM, 200-6-1-136-1.

7 — See C_	 __:)for further information concerning Hartmut
SCHULZE-BOYSEN.

8 — The following comment was made about Hartmut SCHULZE-BOYSEN
by an unidentified source in 1955:

" As far as young (Hartmut) SCHULZE -BOYSFN is con-
cerned, he was here as second secretary in the embassy
charged with reporting extreme rightist American pol-
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itical developments. Young SCHULZE-BOYSEN is the
younger brother of the famous SCHULZE-BOYSFN of the
Rote Kapelle. He is an extremely bright man and a
very pleasant person and no doubt is slatcd for a
successful career in the German Foreign Service, I
believe young scuLZE-BOYSEN is as politically OD D.,

Inie= as his brother was, and it may indeed be in-
teresting some day to see if we cannot use him as
channel to the Russians since they, after all, owe
a lot to the funny." 32-6-45-20 Eam-1392, 15 March 1955.

9 - SAUTER documents. ONHA 13978, 17 Oct. 1958

10 -Dr. Otto Herman Waldemar UNT2 	 is an important
personality of current CI interest. His case will be treat-
ed at length_in the ROTE KAPELLE synthesis. Heinz PANNWITZ
is mama (C	 ,D4 who claims he doubled SUKOLOV. What
probably happened: SUKOLOV doubled PAIZIWITZI	 It is possible
that Dr. Otto Herman LENTZ is related to Dr. Frederick LENTZ
who acted as a cat-out between HARNACK and the Soviet Embassy
in 1941.

11	 commented on 15 July 1959 as follows:

9 ... It is obvious that Hartmt SCHULZE-30MEN uu e
one of the targets of the UPSWD1G Rota Kapolle research
operation because of Vlolfr:.-Ing LANGMANN T s and SAUTIR/a
interest in him. For background on S41TOt and his

.upstaNG directed research into survivors of the
Rote Kapelle, see Egma-I42755, 10 June 1959 and EGM-
7716-April 29, 1959. Hartmut SCHULZE-BOYSEN's wife,
stated by LANGMANJ to serve as his contact with the
communists, is Ruth SCHULZE-BOYSIN, nee RUDOLF. The
Hanna LIERE mentioned by LANGMANN in his letter as
Ruth SafULZE-BOYSEN's contact in Pforzheim was listed
by Dr. oro as a UJDRIZZLY Rote Kapelle target per-
sonality for UPSWING during a UJDRIZTLY conference
with KUBARK in Feb. 1955. LIERE i s name was read by
ar. OTTO from an alphabetical list of UJDRIZZLY
personalities vzith the notation that she was a link
to FMK and Otto JOHN." MIA-43473, 15 July 1959.
Reportedly, Dr. Otto J0rD1 visited ROESSLER ("Lucy")
before he defected.

lla- Ernest David WEISS who first care to lieht because of the
ROBINSOHN papers, told the British in 1947 that ha used to
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pass material to HARRY II via "Pauline". Now, Pauline was
undoubtedly Germaine SC:0E1DM nee CLAIS, wife of Franz
SCHNEIDER and mistress of Johan WENZEL. She was an import-
ant communist courier for TREPPER and ROBINSOHN. It is
possible that HARRY' II was Colonel Rudolf ABEL.

12 - See 200-6-1-131 for further information regarding the
HARNACKS.

13 - See 200-6-1-131-2 for additional information concerning
Adam and Greta KUCKHOFF. Greta EICKHOFF is (_

See memorandum by D. KONZELMAN, 19 May 1966, to FBI and
State Departnent re. WEaSENBORN.

15 -See 	 and	 _ . .1 Robert KEUNER should not be
confused with Fred KE1PNER who worked for Sullivan Cromwell.
They are cousins. Emmy RAM should not be confused with
Helene RAM and in this connection see EX 794,31 Aug. 1966.

16 - The case of WEISENBORN which has current CI aspects will be
ereated in detail in the ROTE KAPELLE synthesis. Dr. ROEDER

;21) advised that NEISEIBORN was sentenced because
he did not report the treasonable activity of t he SCHULZE-
BOYSEN group.

17 Reva Holsey INGENOHL was interviewed by the FBI in NYC.
See DBA 57121, Nov. 15, 1963 0:	 J. For additional
informationinformationconcerning Ada% BROuh	 AELADLEz, see C.,
reported that Adam BROCHE and his brothn,.. Alexander were
operated in Paris by Vasilliy ZUBILIN	 3. EFBILIN
had known Martha DODD in Germany in the 1930s when her father
had been U. S. Ambassador to Germany.

18 - The official German source is ZIPPER and the ZIPPER study
is by V-2629 (probably Henrich REISER). It is entitled "Rote
Kapelle n RUCKBLICK AUF AUFBAU ORGANISATION TATIGKEIT BIB
ZUM ZUSAMMENBRUCH 1945. MGLA-7677, 9 Aug. 1951 (200-6.1-136-2)
The study is in German and has never been translated.

19 . Source: • 2), 15 Nov. 1946.

20 - A Fritz SAUTER document on the Rote Kapello - attachment to
ONHA-13978, 17 Oct. 1958. The SAUTER document in guestion
consists of a chart in German prepared by SAUTER. A anyy of
this chart is attached. It is entitled: "Schema der illegalen
I gruppe SAFFKOW I (1941-43) und ihrer Verzweigungen"."GEGEN DIE
GENOSSEN SAEFKOW, JACOB UND BAES1LEIN". A copy of this chart
is attached but unfortunately the copy is no better than the
original which is difficult to read.

14-
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21 - It is noted that none of the writers cited has mentioned
the SA' .FKOW group as a possible source of ROESSLEi l s in-
formation, ZIPPO1 states that the SAEFKCXI group had "
stepped in to link with Rudolf RO7SSLER" after the lieuid-
a.tion of the SCHULZE-BOYSEN group. It is entirely probable
that the S1E1KOW group was among " Lucy's" sources which are
still unknown although there has been a lot of guessing
about their true identity for over 20 years. SABI:Ellis
chart suggests, at 1 east, that the SAEFKCH group had the
capability of providing " Lacy's" information. In this
connection, Aenne SAEFKOW's present role in the last
German government is significant. Also, a reference to
Lotto GROSS and Kathe J i.GOB is intriguing. She could be
related to Babette GROSS, wife of Willi NJDIZENBERG.

22 - EGQA-68273, 14 Sept. 1955 (32-6-48-507).

23 - MGKA-20094, 26 June 1950 in 201-112 (Ernst WOLLWEBER's file

- Enclosure to E3BA49547, 17 Sept. 1959 (201-43635).

2-Sei.0

26 - Aenne SAEFKOW's present role in the East German government
and her former relationship with Ernst THAILMANN and Heinz
NI:NUNN might help explain why Ernest WOLLWEBUI recently
died a forgotten man in the communist doghcuse while his
colleague SAEFKCW (husband of AFITNE), ended up in glory
with his picture today on an East Cliirman postage stamp.

The New York Tirres, 12 May 1967, reported that Ernest
WOLLWEBE,R, a German communist credited with being the
mastermind behind the sabotage of shipping to Nazi Germany
during WW II, and head of the Ea et German secret police
from 1953 to 1957, had died a forgotten figure in East
Gerirany. His death on 3 May 1967 at the ago of 68 was re-
ported in a brief news item in "Veues Deutschland", the
chief Germany canmunist newspaper. WOLLWEBER was ousted
from his post as chief of the State Security Ministry in
1957 and purged from the party leadership for supporting
a group opposed to the party chairman, Walter ULBRICHT.

It will be recalled that WOLLWEBER, Otto KATZ and Willi
MUENZMERG were veteran Soviet agents and anti-fascists
who fought Hitler but . ended up purged by the Soviets.

CS INTERNAL USE ORLY
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At Comintern orders, the Gerrean Co=unist Party had made an
abortive attempt in 1921, to overthrow the Weimar republic.
Again, after the Frerch occupation of the Ruhr, the Soviets
hoped that events would lead to a situation ripe for revol-
ution and sent into Germany high-ranking Soviet intelligence
officers "to reconnoiter and mobilize elements of unrest in
the Ruhr area." As part of the mobilization procedure,
clandestine organizations were established within the German
Communist Party to serve as a nucleus for a future German
Red Army.

One of the agents of the Soviet apparat in Germany daring
this period was Ernest WOLLWEBart and in 1936, it was this
clandestine group which procured information from a commun-
ist source in the German Air Ministry that supplied data
concerning German activities against the Loyalist govern-
ment in Spain.

Otto KATZ was also involved in the abortive attempt to
overthrow the Weimar republic. He was then associated
with Willi ICUNZOIBMG who was also an important agent
of the Comintern. The wife of Otto KATZ was use KL.AGMANN
and she is known to have been associated with Fred BOCK-
BORDY in New York during WW II. Naria and Fred BOCK-BORDY
were suspected of being Soviet agents. In the 1941-42
period, Fred BOCK-BORDY worked for Motty ELTINGON, partrer
with Maria BORDY , s uncle, George S. GRMORY whose real name
is Oregoni JOSEFOWITZ. In Mexico, KATZ kept in touch with
Kurt ROSENFELD, founder of IMPRESS, the Paris propaganda office
to which 1117..NZENBER• had contributed 100,000 francs. During
the Spanish civil war, KATZ world with Julio del VAYO,
Gerhardt EISLER and Louis DOLIVET, and was in contact with
Andre ULMANN, Genevieve TABOUIS, Geoffrey FRASER, Zeiler
WRE, ()le ASCHBERG, Louis GIBARTI, and many others sus-
pected of being Soviet agents. Nicolas KAGAN, Director of
the Seligman Bank, was reportedly the financial advisor
of KATZ. ZSee Nicolas KAGAN study, CSCI 316-00895-66, EC
816, 7 March 1966: 7
Greta NEUMANN nee BOBER, born 21 Oct. 1 901 in Potsdam, is
the widow of Heinz NEUMANN uho was coedited in the great
purge. She was one of prisoners in the USSR extradited
to the Germans at the time of the MOLOTOV-RIBBENTROP pact.
She eps interned in Germany, liberated by the Allies, and
then went to Sweden. , She is the sister of Babette GROSS 0
Mrs. Willi KIENZEIBER9.
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BABETTE GROSS nee HUBER (Mrs. Willi MUENZENBERG)furnished
a Mexican visa in 1940 to Louis GIBARTI. According . to
Elsa BERNMJT, Marie GIP:331RO offered Babette GROSS a
job in her translation bureau in Geneva. In her book,
"This Deception", Hede Massing writes about Gerhardt EISLER
and his sister, Rath FISCHER, and Heinz NERIANN who was
married to Babette's sister. Maxie GINKURO was involved
in the ROTE KAPELLE espionage network and was a close
friend of the widow and daughters of Edo FIMNEN who was
reportedly in close touch with Walter KRIM= and on
one occasion to have acted as a courier for KRIVITSKY to Ignacio
REISS in an attempt to warn him that his life was in danger.
Guy EURGESS was said to have recruited Edo FINM31 for work
of organizing underground resistance to Hitler through the
INTERIATIONAL TRADE UNION MOVEMENT. pee CI summary on
Louie GLBARTI, MCI...316..001122-.67s 8 ',arch 1967.7

27 ...1MGB-2683 and 133C ..OPSA042, 15 March 1947 (200-6-1-111-11).

28 - See KAGAN summary for additional information concerning
Franz HOELLERING ( 	 `j) and his association with
Motty EITINGON of CilINGON-SCHILD and AHTORG and WOSTMO.

29 - Concerning EMmy RAD°, seeC 	 3and EK!-792, 31 Aug. 1966,
entitled, "Emmy RADO is not identical with Helene RADO."

Jeanette WILSON-RADO in March 1955 was an employee of the
State Department. She is married to George T. RAM, step-
son of Emmy RADO. They were married in 1946.

34 - Heinz PANNWITZ (CARET1NA), after he returned from !prison"
In the USSR, was in close contact with HIRSCHFELD
The possible CI significance of this relationship will be
developed in the ROTE KAPELLE synthesis.

31 -200-6-1-131-2

32 - UNBOUND, WEPW-6477, Sept. 1951

33 — Dr. ROEDER information # 26282, MGKA41441, 9 Juno 1948.

34 — DEB 18616, 6 June 1952 and DEB 7707, 19 Feb. 1951.

35 — DFB 81299, 9 Jan. 1957 (SOBLE case file).
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36 - It is noted that Johanna BEKER was used in an abortive
attempt to establish contact with or the defection of her
f.,Ither Wilhelm KOENEN by a U. S. intelligence officer,
according to EGBA-41890, 23 May 1957.

37 - ENAL Study, MOW-36365, 28 May 1958.
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